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SUMMARY
This report presents the results of Phase I of the M[ROS program,
Contract No. NAS 5-9716, conducted by North American Aviation, Inc.,
(NA.A), for NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. The
work reported on herein was performed at the Electro-Optical Laboratory
of NAAts Space and In:formation Systems Division, located in Torrance,
California, during the time period July 15, 1964, to January 15, 1965.
The Modulation Inducing P.etrodirective Optical System (MIROS)
concept, originated at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, is based on
introducing information-carrying modulation into a light beam by varying
the optical properties of a retrodirective reflector. With this approach, a
receiving station directs an unmodulated beam of light at the MIROS trans-
mitting station a'_d receives the retroreflected light. By detecting the
modulation resulting from the action of the MII%OS reflector, the receiving
station acquires the desired information.
The MIROS concept offers a number of unique advantages forlspace
communications: For example, the power requirements of the MIKOS retro-
modulator are only a small fraction of that needed by the laser light source.
(In most MIROS communication link applications the laser can be located on
the ground or on a larger spacecraft where adequate power is available. )
Moreover, the effective area of the retrodirective reflector is insensitive to
incidence angle of the laser beam over a wide angular range. Thus, by use
of a /_[IROS communication link, critical requirements on attitude stabilization
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and pointing accuracy at the transmitting station can be avoided. Addition-
ally, MIROS retroreflectors can be light-weight, rugged, radiation-
resistant, and long lived.
These properties allow the MIROS concept to be considered for a
number of applications which may prove to be of value to NASA; the following
are examples.
An earth-orbiting MIROS may be useful as a communication satellite.
In this application, lasers located at two widely separated ground stations
would be pointed simultaneously at the satellite. Modulation applied to the
beam at one ground station (the transmitter) would be detected on board the
satellite by an optical receiver. The detected signal would be applied to
the MIROS retroreflector, causing its reflective properties to vary as a
function of the modulating signal. The retroreflected radiation from the
g
second incident beam would thus be modulated. By detecting this modulation
at the second ground station (the receiver), information would be transferred
from one ground station to the other.
A lunar-orbiting MIROS could be used similarly as a communications
satellite for providing over-the-horizon communications between moon-based
teams.
A NCIROS package carried by a small excursion module or by an individual
astronaut may be used to communicate with a larger space station. The small
size and weight, low power consumption, and ease of pointing the MIROS
package would make its use advantageous aboard a small module or by an
individual; the tracking laser required for effecting the communication link
\
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would be provided in the larger vehicle.
A MIRO_ package planted on the moon could be used for telemetering
information from scientific measurements. For this application, measure-
ments (e.g., temperature, pressure, seismic phenomena, and meteoric
impacts) might be obtained with I,o electrical power required at the telemeter
transmitter. This could be accomplished, for example, by mechanically
coupling the sensing transducer directly to the MLKOS modulator element.
A MIROS retromodulator may prove to be extremely valuable as a
transmitter aboard manned spacecraft during the reentry communications "black out".
The objective of the Phase I effort reported on herein was to perform the
_preliminary design of a MIROS package.: (The final design and fabrication are to
be performed in a subsequent phase. ) In accordance with the contract require-
ments_ the MIROS package to be designed contains the following components:
An optical retromodulator
A driver amplifier for the retromodulator
,% signal converter for matching the characteristics
of the electronic signals from various information
sources to the input requirements of the retromodulator
driver amplifier.
An optical receiver comprising collecting optics, spectral
filter, photosensor, a low-noise automatic gain controlled
amplifier, and a high voltage power supply (for the photosensor)
The latter three components are straightforward (state-of-the-art); the
retromodulator (the key component) required developmental effort.
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For implementing the retromodulator several approaches are possible.
One general approach is to use telescope optics with a suitably curved mirror
at the focal plane (this constitutes a retrodirective optical system). By
incorporating a means at the mirror surface to modulate the retrodirected
light, either through the use of interlerence phenomena (e.g., by means of a
Fabry-Perot interferometer incorporating piezoelectric modulating elements),
or simply by defocusing the retrodirected light by mechanical movement of the
mirror surface, the telescope optics can be made into a retromodulator.
Another approach is to incorporate a means of modulation into an optical
corner reflector; this has the advantage of providing a much wider usabl_.
incidence angle.
The latter approach, i.e., modulatable corner reflector, was pursued
by NA.A. The retromodulator design originally proposed and further developed
under the Phase I effort, briefly, is as follows: The required I00 square-
centimeter effective area is obtained by providing an array of several corner
reflectors. Each corner reflector is constructed of three separate quartz
plates bonded together by optical contacting. Two of the inside surfaces of the
corner reflector are made reflective by applying an aluminum coating; the
_^;..I.,^_ ele_._,_t, _.,_ Incated on the third surface of the corner reflector.
The modulator elements are circular quartz discs, approximately Z cm in
diameter, having aluminum coated plastic (mylar) membranes stretched across
their top surfaces. The discs have shallow depressions beneath the mylar
membranes; the membranes are thus supported around the edges as a drum
head. Provision is made for applying modulating voltages to the aluminum
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coatings of the membranes as well as the aluminized surfaces of the
depressions in the discs. The membranes are deformed by the applied
electrostatic forces, and the resulting deformations cause the collimation
of light beams reflected from the membranes to be "spoiled"; i.e., cause
modulation of the reflected beamwidth. This results in amplitude modulation
of the beam power at a distant receiver.
NAA's plan for conducting Phase I of the MIROS program incorporated
eight separate tasks. These tasks, together with brief summaries of the
accomplishments planned as the result of each, are presented in Table I herein.
For comparison, brief summaries of the accomplishments actually achieved in
each task a/so are presented in Table I, presented on page 8 at the end of this
summary. (These accomplishments, _.s well as all aspects of the contracted
prograxn, are discussed in detail in the following sections of this report).
The actual accomplishments achieved under the Phase I effort reflect the
effects of the discovery, definition, and partial investigation of two critical
factors, viz: (I) membrane materials problems which tended to limit the
beamwidth and reflectivity of the MIROS modulator models which were fabricated
and tested, and (Z) a "breakthrough" in modulator design which allows achieve-
g
ment of greatly increased bandwidth of the device. These technical problems
and the bandwidth "breakthrough" will now be listed and summarized briefly.
(I) Retromodulator reflected beamwidth. During the Phase I program
a an investigation of plastic membrane materials was conducted in order
to obtain materials of adequate quality for constructing the MIROS
retromodulator. Although more effort was applied to this than originally
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planned, sufficiently flat mylar was not obtained within the time
available. As a consequence, the retromodulator models which
were constructed were not diffraction limited and the reflected
beamwidths were approximately ± 25 arc-seconds rather than ± 10
arc-seconds.
(2) Reflectivity. The mylar materials obtained during the Phase I
effort exhibited rn_croscopic surface roughness as well as the
larger scaled waviness alluded to above. When the mylar material
is aluminized, the coated surface exhibits the same surface rouglmess.
The results is inferior reflecting surfaces for the modulator units in
comparison with polished and coated quartz or similar optical material.
The reflectivity of the coated membranes may be only 25 to 30 percent
of that of a good first surface mirror. Without further improvement,
these two effects - increased beamwidth and decreased reflectivity -
would result in the reduction of the range of IV[IROS to about 60% of
that desired for a retromodulator of any given area. (This figure
includes the effect of an offsetting increase ir_ the depth of modulation of
80% which can be obtained rather than the goal of 50%. )
(3) Bandwidth. In the course of the experimental investigation a "break-
through" with respect to bandwidth was achieved. It was discovered
that a significant increase (by a factor of 5 or more) in the first
resonant frequency of the membrane could be obtained by operating the
modulators under slight pressurization rather than in vacuum as had
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been planned. Further theoretical and experimental effort was
then applied to investigating the performance of pressurized modu-
lators. These investigations, however, because of schedule and
funding restraints, were not adequate to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the ultimate performance which might be achieved
by selecting a set of optimum parameters (i.e., gas pressure, bias
voltage, driving power, and depth of modulation. ) The characteris-
tics of the optimum retromoduL%tor design, therefore, are unknown
at the present time. If it were necessary to begin the fabrication of
a MIROS package immediately, Table II presents the retromodulator
performance which could be attained with high confidence.
Because of the information and knowledge gained as a result of the Phase I
efforts, it is evident that improvements in the performance of the MIROS
retromodulator over that presented in Table 77 can be achieved by additional
effort in selected areas. It is recommended that effort be continued in these
areas to provide an improved final design with a higher confidence level prior
to actual fabrication and evaluation of the complete MI/_OS package. The
recommended additional effort is summarized in Table III.
L
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TABLE I
MIROS - PHASE I
NA.Ats Phase I Program Plan (Including Increase of Scope - Reference Supp.
Agreement Eft. 10-20-64)
Tasks Planned Accomplishments Actual Ac c omplishm ent s
le Fabrication of
Laboratory Test
Modulat or s
Fabricate 3 piston-type
(test bed) and 4 disc-
type (actual design
configuration) modulator s
3 piston-type modulators
fabricated. Disc-type modu-
lator parts fabricated but not
assembled (_ _.re 90% complete).
Evaluation of
Laboratory Test
Modulator s
HI. Design of
r e t r om o dulat or
1_ r. Preliminary Design
of Optical Receiver
V.
VI.
MIROS Packaging
Design
Preparation of
Design Report
VII. Project Coordina-
tion and Direction
Fabricate and assemble
test equipment; test and
evaluate the modulator
models (dynamic tests
in vacuum)
Establish retromodulator
configuration
Perform preliminary
design in sufficient detail
to permit identification of
long lead-time components
Preliminary packaging
lay out s
Design report
Project coordination and
direction
Test equipment fabricated and
assembled; piston-type modu-
lators evaluated in vacuum;
significant bandwidth inc reas e
achievable by pressurizing
modulator s demonstrated;
performance of pressurized
modulators investigated; mem-
brane characteristics
investigated.
Corner reflector configuration
established. Generalized
analysis of optical corner
reflectors by use of computer
ray tracing program resulted
in c onfig urati on optimization.
Completed as planned
Completed as planned
Completed as planned, including
recommendations for necessary
additional research (in place of
final detailed retromodulator
design)
Performed as planned
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, TABLE I (Continued)
MT_OS - PHASE I
VIII.
Tasks
Retromodulator
Performance
Study
Planned Ac com_lishments
Theoretically study
performance, particu-
larly to determine
feasibility of operating
above first resonant
frequency to obtain
greater bandwidth
Actual Accomplishments
Theoretically studied (I) perform-
ance of pressurized modulator for
extending bandwidth and (l) far
field modulation characteristics
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TABLE IX
MIROS RETROMODULATOR
PRESENTLY ACHIEVABLE PERFORM.kNCE VS. DESIGN GOALS
Bandwidth
B eamwidth
Depth of Modulation
Power
Optical Efficiency
Goal
20,000 cps
Performance which can be attained
IPresent state-of-the-art)
4,000 cps (without pressurization)
15,000 cps {with pressurization)
_- 10 sec ± 25 sec
50% s0%
Order of one watt 0.1 watt (for 4 KCPS)
Not specified 25%
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TABLE HI - RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL EFFORT
I. investigate membrane materials and fabrication techniques. The objective
of this effort is to improve the NIIROS retromodulator beamwidth and
reflectivity by attaining membranes having adequate flatness and surface
quality characteristics.
2. Continue analysis, development and test of membrane units to secure the
desired characteristics (i.e., ± I0 sec beamwidth, 20 Kc/s bandwidth,
impr oved r eflectivity).
3. Perform a Comparative Analysis of the following options for implementing
the MIROS retromodulator:
(I) Performance of plastic film versus piezoelectric modulators;
(Z) Performance of interferometer versus beam spread modulators
(3) Performance of corner reflector versus telescope retroreflective
optics. In addition, perform a MIROS communication system
performance analysis.
4. Complete the design of the MIROS retromodulator and final design of the
remainder of the MIROS package.
5. Construct one N_IROS corner reflector, without modulator units, for evalu-
ation during Phase I. Test and evaluate the optical and mechanical
properties of the unit and deliver to NASA.
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OPTICAL DESIGN OF THE fX)RNER CUBE REFLECTOR
In Appendix I, the basic relationships for the design of a corner cube
reflector are gfven for the condition that the incoming radiation is travelling
parallel to the "optical axis" of the reflector. For this on-axis condition,
the exit aperture is an image of the entrance aperture produced by inversion
and reversion. Therefore, the optimum entrance aperture will be a regular
hexagon, as shown in the Figure II-2 to II-5 in Appendix II.
Appendix II gives the basic equations used for tracing any ray of light
through the corner cube reflector for any off-axis condition, within the
limitation that an entering ray will net make an angle with the optical _xis
greater than the angle between the reflecting face and the optical axis.
As the optical axis is tipped away from the incoming radiation, the
entrance aperture decreases by the cosine of the angle. Unfortunately, this
simple relationship is complicated by the fact that all the radiation entering
this decreased aperture will not be reflected back to the source. For example,
radiation reflected from the bottom edge of the modulating surface, in Figuze
II-5 in Appendix II, would be reflected back to the source only if the third
surface was made twice as big as shown. Thus, instead of the return beam
intensity being decreased to 94% (i.e., 1OO. cos. 20°), the intensit>" is
decreased to 56_ of the on-axis condition.
It can be seen from Figure II-2 that increasing the modulating area _uld
increase the amount of returned beam. However, in P'igure II-5, an inc,'ease
in the modulating area would not produce a corresponding increase in int_.nsity.
In Figure II-5, the upper two faces would have to be increased. Thusj for
random orientation of the incoming radiation, all three faces would have to
be increased to produce a prescribed effective aperture.
-l-
Figure 1 showsan array of three _trical corner reflectors. As can
be seen, the sysmmtrlcal hexagon shape of the entrance aperture produces gaps
along the outside modulating edges because it is impossible to pack efficiently
the required number of discs. A slight change in this face will permit a
more efficient packing of the discs and will decrease the nonmodulatlng areas
on this face. Figure 2 illustrates possible arrays of modulating discs and
the resulting modulating surface. These arrays are obviously nested more
efficiently than those nesting in the surface of the regular hexagon co:_er
reflector. This modification of the modulating reflecting face together with
an increase in the other two reflecting faces produces a corner cube reflector
of the design shown in Figure 3. Figure _ illustrates a 9% increase in
efficiency using an unsymmetrical aperture when compared to a symmetrical
aperture, Figure II-5. There are, hoover, certain restrictions on the changes
to improve the off-axis efficiency.
For proper nesting of three corner cube reflector assemblies, the angle
bet%men face edges BC and IJ must be 60 °, see Figure 5. Also for proper
nesting, the length of edges BC and IJ must be equal to edge length BJ. If
three identical corner cube reflectors are nested together in an array as shown
in Figure 9, the three modulating faces are each oriented + 120 _ from the other
...... a_ faces. For radiation entering the triple assembly at _ below
the x-axle, i.e., cos _o --O, the patterns on the entrance apertures given by
Figure II-2 and II-_ will be obtained. The third pattern on the third a_sembly
will be a mirror image from left to right of Figure II_. In &uy off-_xis
condition with this array, at least one of the three modtLLatin_ arrab's "_i]3 be
more or less fully utilized. The cost of producing the modulating discs is
high in comparison to the cost of enlarging the nonmodulatir_g re_!ecti_,_ sur-
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faces. With this array, it is possible to increase the overall effective
area of the array by increasing eachpair of reflecting surfaces without in-
creasing the modulating disc array. In fact, it is possible to increase the
overall aperture and to decreasesimultaneously the area of the modulating
array with the disc size as a restriction.
In the calculation of effective aperture size, as is given below, the
diameter of the modulating disc is kept at two centimeters.
Thearray as shown in Fig_re 3 wo"--_.dhave an on-axis aperture of 236
square centimeters and a 20° "off-axis" aperture of 1_3 square centimeters.
A symmetrical shape of the figures as shown in Appendix II would have
an effective aperture of 112.5 square centimeters at 20 ° off-axis, and 20_.5
square centimeters on-axis. However, packing efficiency is not optimum and
the overall efficiency will lower these figures. The off-axis aperture
would be below the required 1OO square centimeters.
The single assembly as shown in Figure 5 will have an effective aperture
over 128 square centimeters 20 ° off-axis, and 233 square centimeters on-axls.
This configuration, while slightly unsymmetrical for on-axis use, is very
efficient for use with off-axis illumination because of efficient packing and
use of the minimum number of modulating discs.
-3-
J
Unit APerture = Regular Hexagon
FIGUP_ I
MODIFIED MCDULATING SURFACE
FOR
_....!_RCVE P_KING DENSITY
FIGURE 2
-5-
Note:
Modu/ating surface shape
modified for more eff_clent packing
density of modtulatin_ elements.
_D/FIED _REE-UNIT COPJTER.P_EFI,ECTOR ARRAY
FIGURE 3

2"
_CE APERTURE,SH_FE, COI_U_k-_SA_Q
FN_
CPTI_,q7_CONDITIONS AT 20° OFF-AXIS
FIGURE 5
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M_F_BRANE MATERIALS SURVEY
The purpose of this survey was to compute the first resonance (bandwidth)
and required driving voltage for some materials which might be useful as
membrane mod_llators and to compare them to Mylar. For this comparison, results
have been normalized to Mylar.
BANDWIDTH (F)
The resonant frequency (F) of a thin membrane under tension is given by:
T ½
F = L 2.40 ._. m
where
D = Diameter of membrane (meters)
• = Stress/elastic _trength limit
T = Elastic limit (newtons/m 2)
m
= Density of membrane material (kg/m 3)
F = ___.hO _ / T MAX
D ,/ E
F = K1
- T MAX
Values of F for various materials, normalized to Mfflar - iO0, appear
in Table 1 and are graphed in Table 2 to indicate the relative bandwidths
achievable wSth different materials.
DkIVING VOLTAGE V:
Rearranging formula C_, Electrostatic Modulator Unit Section, yields:
V - 2d -- 2tc_Tm
a _ E
o
(Xa,)
-9-
where V = driving voltage required
d = membrane electrode spacing (meters)
f& = sagitta of deformed membrane (meters)
Eo = 8.85 X l0-12 Farad/meter
a -- D/2 = radius of membrane (meters)
t = thickness of membrane (meters)
Holding constant _( . a. A , t, and d, there results the computational
fo___!a:
V = K2 V Tm
The relationship between required driving voltage and bandwidth can be shown
by recalling that
F = KI _
Or
-,, Tm - KI = K2
V = K3 F
considering all direct variables constant except the membrane stress level,
Values of K3 normalized to _vlar = 1OO appear in Table 1 and are graphed
in Table 3 as an indication of the relative driving voltage requirements
of different membrane materials.
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TABL_ _
m_On_TIES OF MAT_IALS
K3mTERIAL KO_3 X i0_ .T X i06" M_r = 100
MYLAR 14 iAO I00.
CELLULOSE ACETATE-BUTYRATE 12 3&. 5 092.
NYLON 11 69.0 089,
POL_ 9.5 27.6 082.
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE, IA 51.7 i00.
Um_DIFIED
SARAN 17 2Ai ii0. 120
ALUMINUM 27 138 139. 71
BRASS 84 276 246. 57
COPPER 89 &69 252, 73
GOLD 190 138 369. 27
BERYLLIUM 18.5 414 ]2-5. _9
MAGNESIUM 17 228 349, i18
NICKEL 87 1069 250. 112
PALLADIUM 122 269 308, 47
PLATINUM 214 166 392. 28
SILVER i00 290 268. 5&
TANTALUM 170 897 349. 73
TIN 73 31 228. 20
TUNGSTEN 190 4069 368. ]46
ZINC 72 172 227. 49
F
M_lar = iOO
I00
51.7
79
54
61
From the "Handbook of C_stry and Phyiics," 39%h editicm, 1957-1958. Chemical
Rubber Publishing Cc_, Cleveland, Ohio.
Baumelster, Theodore, Mechan%qal Engineer's Hand.book, Sixth Edition. McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. 1958.
Sigmund Cohn Corp. of America, Products Su_.
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MATERIAL
MYLAR
CELLULOSE ACETATE-
BUTYRATE
NYLON
POLY ETHYLENE
POLYVI NY L CHLORIDE ,
UNMODIFIED
SARAN
ALUMINUM
SRASS
COPPER
GOLD
BERYLUUM
MAGNESIUM
NICKEL
PALLADIUM
PLATINUM
Si LVER
TANTALUM o
TIN
TUNGSTEN
ZINC
T_ble Z
0
l , J ., I
50 100 150
RELATIVE BANDWIDTH (F) (NORMALIZED TO MYLAR m 10g)
200
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MATERIAL
MYLAR
CELLULOSE ACETATE-
BUTYRATE
NYLON
POLY ETHYLENE
PO LYVI NYL CHLORIDE ,
UNMODIFIED
SARAN
ALUMINUM
BRASS
COPPER
GOLD
BERYLLIUM
MAGNESIUM
NICKEL
PALLADI UM
PLATINUM
SI LVER
TANTALUM
TIN
T'UNGSi_N
ZINC
Table 3
I, , I I
0 100 200 30O 4OO
RELATIVE DRiViNG VOLTAGE REQUIREMENT (K3) (NORMALIZED TO MYLAR - 100)
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ELECTROSTATIC MODULATOR UNIT
Introduction:
Modulation of the retrcreflected beam frc_ a cube corner reflector
can be achieved by varying the radius of curvature of any of the
three surfaces and thus varying the angular beam spread. The
approach selected is to construct one surface of the cube corner
reflector as a thin reflective membrane and to change its curvature
by application of an electrostatic force created by the electric
field between the membrane and a closely-spaced backing surface.
Modulation of the electric field is achieved by varying the potential
difference between the two surfaces as a function of time.
Design Approach:
The performance goals most eiEnificant to the design of the
modulatable surface are:
(i) 20 KCPS _ information bandwidth
(2) i0 arc seconds half-angle spread of the retroreflected beam
(modulating membranes undeflected).
(3) Capability for achieving a minimum intensity modulation of
50% in the far field.
o
(_) Absolute minimal power consmmption for modulation of the
(5) Effective reflecting area of i00_ within a 20 degree half-
angle cone about the retroreflector array axis of symmetry.
For simplicity of both analysis and fabrication only circular
membranes are considered.
-IA-
Thebandwidthof this device is defined for use herein as
extending from zero frequencyto the fundamental(lowest order)
resonanceof the membrane.Thebandwidthis thus numerically
equal to the fundamentalresonant frequency whe_expressedin
cycles per second. This is the most readily utilized bandwidth
although.it has beendmmonstratedthat similar devices fabricated
at NAAexhibit a usable responseabovethis frequency.1
Thefundamentalresonant frequency ( Go ) of a thin membraneunder
tension is given by:
Where: D =
Tm=
o(=
Diameter_ M.
Yield Point Tension, Newton/M 2
Density, Kg/M 3
Ratio of tension applied to yield point tension
Additional conditions that apply to equation (I) are:
(i) Deflections are _nall enough that the tension is not
significantly changed.
(2) The membrane is not loaded.
(3) Tension everywhere in the membrane is uniform.
In order to utilize the small membrane diametera consistent with
maximum bandwidth and still provide the required reflecting area,
the modulating surface is made up of multiple membranes closely
packed and driven in parallel.
1 Acouatica_ly-drlve_ membranes with fundamental resonant frequencies of
the order of 200 CPS are used in retromodulation systems fabricated by
N.A.A. These systems deliver communications quality audio when used as
voice channels.
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The bandwidth and the diffraction limited beam spread of a single circular
membrane are both _nversely proportional to the membrane diameter and thus
for a given tension in the membrane must be "traded off." The method used
for determining +he diffraction beam spread is given in Appendix III.
_nother parameter related to the membrane diameter is the ratio of
modulated area to total area of a practical single membrane modulator unit.
This is defined for use herein as the Unit Modulation Efficiency. A plot
of this relationship is shown in Figure 6. The fabrication of a practical
unit Lmposes the following requirements:
(1) The membrane must be edge-supported.
(2) The supporting surface must be optically flat to a
tolerance consistent with the allowable geometric
beam spread.
(3) An area must be _rov_ded outside the reference optically
flat surf ace for attaching the membrane. These requirements are
fulfilled by having an annular ring around the modulating area
diameters of 2 C_ or less. Unit Modulation Efficiency is
thus proportional to membrane diameter.
From Equation (I). bandw/dth of the electrostatically driven membrane is also
proportional to the square root of the tension in the membrane. For a given
membrane material and diameter operated in vacuum to meet the loading condi-
tion on Equation (I). the maximum bandwidth is thus determined by the percent
of yield point tension that can be safely maintained. In plastics such as
Mylar, the yield strength is a strong function of temperature, decreasing
with increasing temperature. (See Figure _. ) For a practical Vylar membrane,
a stress of _0% of the elastic limit at 25°C (ASO0 Ib/in 2) allows operation
to approximately 125°C.
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Depth of Modulgtion aD._dRequired Driving Voltage
The useful depth of modulation is determined by the modulation
transfer function which is derived and plotted in Section 2.
The measured transfer function for an actual device of this type is
sho_m in Section 4.
The percent depth of modulation is defined for use herein as:
M = Imax -I° (lOO)
Io
Where: Ima x = Ma___mum Intensity when modulated
Io = Unmodulated Intensity at the selected
operating point on the modulation
transfer function.
Both the derived and measured modulation transfer functions show the
device to be a good approximation to a linear operator at depths of
modulation from zero to greater than 50% when operated about the
proper bias point.
Although driving voltage and percent modulation are directly related,
this relationship is modified by the dependency of the percent
modulation for a given membrane deflection on the flatness of the
undeflected membrane. The membrane deflection is related to applied
voltage as follows"
In a spherically deformed membrane, the sagitta is related to
the radius of curvature by
J
% --
(n)
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Graph l shows typical stress-stra,n curves for
"Mylar .'<' polyester film at various temperatures
Gra.ph2 shows how tensile properties vary with
re= perature. "Mylar" retains its useful physical
properties from --60°C to +]50°C and for some
intermittent applications of short duration, it can
be used at even higher temperatures
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whox_ /_ m
R -
deforaed meabrane sagitta, a
membrane radius, n
deforaed membrane radius of curvature, m
The pressure required to deform the membrane is
p. 2N
R
_e_: P
t -
%=
equivalent pressured required to deform membr_e,
me_rane tension, Ne_m/m.
membrane thickness, m.
ratio of tension applied to yield point tension.
yield point tension of the membrane material,
Ne.t /m 2
The pre_nu_ applied by the electric field is
where: Eo - dielectric eonst_t of free s_ce, farad/m
V = applied potential difference, _Its.
d - spacing bet_ Mebrane and driving electrode, m.
Equating (III) to (IV) and rearranging yields
= T,,, V
Design par_eters contained in equation (V) and not yet considered
are the membrane thickness (t) and the gap dist_ce (d). Reduction
of re_ired _itage by r_tion of smlbrane thickness and gap
distance 18 limited _ b7 available materials and fabricatio_
(III)
(iv)
(v)
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techniques. Gap distance is, of course, limited to at least I0 times
the maximum center deflection of the membrane if operation is to conform
to the equations which consider the field intensity to be a constant. For
example, with deflections of the order of a wavelength (at 6328A), correspond-
ing to a 100 percent modulation of a 2 C_ diameter membrane of poor undeflected
flatness, this would be a gap distance of 6.32 x i0"_ CM or 2.5/iO,O00the of
an inch.
The design of the modulator unit shown in Figures 8a, 8b, 9a, and 9b was
obtained frc,, a consideration of all parameters associated with its performance.
This is an _tegral electrostatic modulator unit. This type of construction
was selected to separate the problem of fabrication of the cube corner refleo-
tot fr_a that of the modulating surface. This approach has the following ad-
vantages:
(i) The cube corner reflectors can be completely assembled and
tested prior to installation of the modulating elements.
(2) The modulating surface can be assembled into the cube
corner reflector using elements that have been individually
tested, allowing rejection of elements that do not meet
specifications prior to completion of the retromodulators.
(3) Electrostatic modulator units that are damaged or fail during
assembler or test can be replaced.
The Chem-mLlled modulator was des_d to be mounted on one face of the
retroreflector described in this section. The nickel pressure relief tube
is designed to extend through one plate of the retroreflector. The Chem-
milled modulator will be held to the retroreflector surface with epoxy.
-21-
Note that no epoxy will be between the modalator and the retroref_ector
surface. The two sides of the Chem-milled modulator have been _ch_Lned
parallel to 1 arc second. _nen the back side is in close contact with
the surface of the retroreflector, the front side (reflective membrane) is
then parallel to the retroreflector surface. The hole for each modulator
in the retroreflector surface has euffieAent clearance that the Chem-lilled
modulator's position can be adjusted in relation to adJaoent units. This
allows loose fabrication tolerances on the pr1_ure relief tube installation.
The electrical connections between the adjacent membranes are made with
conductive e_x_ bet_en the n_lar tabs. The nickel tubes are weld-connected
together with bus bars. The electrostatic medulator array is thus connected
in parallel and two leads are brought out to the drier unit. See Figure 9b.
-22-
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TABS FOR CONNECTION
TO ADJACENT UNITS
SECTION OF RETROREFLECTOR
PLATE
SECTION VIEW ELECTRICA L CON NECTI O N
BUS TO ADJACENT UNIT
MYLAR ELECTRICAL
CONNECTION TABS
_ EPOXY
TOP VI EW
Figure9B. Proposed Mounting _f Chem-milled Modulator in R_troreflector
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OPTICAL RECEIVER
The design effort on the Optical Receiver, during Phase I of the MIROS
Program was limited to a study and analysis of the general structure of its
optical and electronic components. These structures together with their
operating characteristics are described in some detail in the ensuing para-
graphs. The work completed in this area is sufficient to provide a sound
basis for the detailed design of the Optical Receiver.
As shown in Figure iO, the optical system consists of a spectral filter,
three double convex lenses, a stop and PM tube. All these elements can be
contained in a 2.75 inch diameter cylindrical tube. The spectral filter is
of the narrow pass interference type and has a maximum transmission at
.6328 microns of about 60%.
The three double conwx lenses form the collector objective lens. These
together with the field stop located in the focal plane, restrict the total
field of view to AO'. The on-axis aperture diameter is approximately 2.4
inches. Vignetting introduees a 20% collecting loss at the extremes of the
field of view.
The drawings, Figure 11 and Figure 12, are included in this report
to show the detail fabrication requirements for the filter and lens system.
They, in essence, indicate the feasibility of the optical structure. The
final material selection and design will be accomplished during a later
phase of the MIROS Program.
The signal-to-noise ratio at maximum range (I000 Kilometers) for the
MIROS Optical Receiver, using an RCA 7326 photomultiplier tube is computed
from the standard range equation to be 1.16, i.e., 1.3 db. (This computation
is presented at the end of thil section of the report. )
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This is the S_ for background and signal shot noise limited
operation. Other sources of noise, arising within the tube, are dynode
noise and dark current. According to a DuMont handbook on multiplier
phototubes 2, the former normally contributes about 20% of the noise-in-
signal, while the latter includes all noise which is not signal dependent
(thermionic, gas ionization, ohmic leakage, light feedback, envelope
charging, and bleeder supply noise). If the 20% figure for dynode noise is
tvpical, the effective totsl noise-ln-signal is
s_ _ I.i_.__6 I.O4 or 0.3dB.
N 1.25
The RCA type 7326 has a maxia_ equivalent anode dark current input of
i._ x 10-9 lumen and a cathode luminous sensitivity of 150 #a/lumen.
The product of these is the photo cathode dark current, 2.1 x 10-7 micro-
amperes. This is negligible compared to that produced by the signal
(1.60 x 10-8 watt x 2.6 x 10 -2 amps/watt = _.2 x I0-_ mlcroamperes), so
the system is background and noise-in-signal limited.
m
2 "
"DuMont Multiplier Phototubes, " Third Edition. Electronic Tube Sales
Department. DuMont Laboratories, Division of Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Corporation. Clifton, New Jersey, March 1963.
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Sisnal to noise ratio calculations for MIRO3 Optical Receiver:
De_tion of symbols:
Wt " Signal power at receiver
Wb = Background power at receiver
Pt " Transmitter power output
Gt - Half-angle spread of transmitted beeB
am = l_eceiv,,rl,ns area
Bd - Backgrom_d radiation
- Qn,mtum effieleney of PMT
_i " Optical efficiency for signal
_2 " Optical efficiency for background
A f -. Bandwidth
_ = Receiver half-angular field of view
A A m - Filter bandwidth
e - Charge on an electron
R -E_ge
The signal po_r at the spaceborne receivsr is
and the background power is
=
For background and signal shot noise limited oNration , the voltage
signal-t_)-noise ratio is:
s
The following values are assumed:
Pt _ I00 IM
-32-
Ot = iO arc-seconds (_8.6 red)
Am = 2.83 x 10-3 m2 (6 = diameter)
Bd = 173 watts/m2/Steradian (sunlit earth) (3)
= 0.026 ampe/_tt (S-20 at 632_t_)
1 =
T2
Z_ f = 20 Kc/sec
Cm - 20"
AA - IOOA
= 1.6 x 10-19
R = I000 Km
Using these values,
Wt = 1.60 x iO_ _atts
= 7.69 x i0-A watts
S = 1.16 or 1.3 rib.
N
The light intensity appearing at the photocathode of the photo-
multiplier tube varies in strength proportional to the second power of
the distance between the transmitting light source and the optical
receiver. This distance is presumed to vary from 185 kilometers to
IOOO kilometers resulting _ a _ to 1 light signal level variation.
A method of compensation for signal level variation or automatic gain
(3) D. S. Bayley, ))Technical Note on Optical Communications I," ASTIA
No. AD 261583.
(A) Atmospheric transmission is 0.Si) (from B_vley lens transmission for
the trivet is .86, PMT faceplate 0.95, filter 0.60 at 6328A (all
assumed). The product of these is 0._2.
(5) Lens (triplet) .86, PMT faceplate 0.95, and filter average 0.50 (all
usumed). The product is 0.41.
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i
control involves varying the cathode to anode voltage of the photo-
multiplier tube to kee_ its average output voltage level constant. Figure
13a illustrates the variation of dynode current gain as a function of
cathode to anode voltage for an RCA 7326 photcmultiplier. Practical
design considerations restrict the useable range of cathode to anode volt-
ages from 800 volts to _)00 volts producing a gain variation of approxi-
mately 400. This gain characteristic can be used in an automatic gain
control system (AGC) for the Optical Receiver (see Figure 13b).
A typical photomultiplier circuit is shown in Figure IA. MIROS
Receivor power requirements limit anode current to approximately 30 us.
The A_C system provides gain control to keep the photcmultiplier operat-
Lug at this 30 us. level at ranges from 185 KM to I000 KM. The output
volta6_s and hendwldths possible with this tube configuration are shown
in Figure 15 which gives the requirmd anode resistances as a function of
desired cutoff frequency. The DC anode voltage is also plotted on the
same graph as a function of the cutoff frequency.
The output voltage dynamic range will be + 1 volt maximum. Calcu-
lations _re performed to determine the gain variation necessary to
compensate for the range of operation. The supply voltage of 1240 volts
would be the nominal voltage used for a range of A30 kilometers with a
_dian gain tube. Variation of + 325 volts in the supply voltage is
necessary to keep gain of the system constant.
-3A-
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Figure 13A.RCA 7326 Gain Characteristics
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To handle non-u_Etan gain phototubes rlquires still greater operating
range. Nigh gain t_bee are more of a problem than low gain tubes since
there is a li_t to the _ practical suppl7 voltage. _ith a
suppl_ voltage arbitrarily selected at 800 volts, increases of
gain of 60% can be co_ansated for in high _ tubes. For gains higher
than this the number of d_nodes used _ be reduced. For low gain photo-
multipliers an additional 12 DB of gain is available by increasing the
anlppIj" volt_le t_ _ wits _ Wits ham b_ selected as the upper
limit of phototube operation). An abBolute _ sup_l_ voltage of 2_00
volts is given. (The 2000 volt figure us arrived by derating for
reliability and to ,,,4n4,,,4-_e power eons_ption.) Power dieaipatio_ in the
photc_ltiplier can be calculated for any suppl_ voltage fr_ the following
equation.
8 + s, -5
Nhe,_'Y_ is the oatbode to anode voltage
This equation is plotted gra_ical_ in Figure 16. The circuit shown in
Figure 17 illustrates a typical configuration for a voltage cc_trolled
power supply. An emitter follower (QS) serves ao a variable po_r supply
for a p_h-pell anplifier composed of Q3 and _. The _h-pull amplifier
operates in the s_itching mode with the transistors being driven from
saturation to cutoff _ a free running E-L m_ltivibrator operating at
200 KC or higher to reduce the sise of the transformers needed as well
as the filter capacitors. A voltage doubler and filter are used after the
output stage to reduce the number of turns needed in the _econdary of T2
to reduce the effects of inter_i_ding capacitance at high frequencies.
-39-
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+12 V
1
INPUT FROM AGC
8 VOLTS
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|1
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-1000 TO -2000 V
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_3 _ltA_bdl _ Qt
_ TI
R-L MULTIVI BRATOR
Figure 17, Plvi - AGC Power System
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Tentative specifications for the _er system follow:
Output Voltage - Maxinnm
Nominal
Minimum
Input Voltage Maxiaua
2000 volts
12&O volts
800 volts
12 velte
7.5 volts
&.8 volts
m_l, - L,,, th,n I volt ;_,_-to-m_
Lowest Ripple Frequency
Ma_ Current Output
Converter Gain = 2000 volts = 167
12 volta
200 KC (Quadrature)
200 mic_oas_eres
+ 5%
Since the voltage gain of the DC to DC converter i8 167, a dynamic
input range of + 2 volts is sufficient to give the necenary gain compen-
sation. Doubling _hi8 dynamic range handles the variation of photonmlti-
plier gains normally encountered. The output current of the photomultiplier
is held constant within bounds determlned by the AGC system at 30 ua. An
additional a_lifier and lonK-time constant filter i8 necessary in the
system to provide the necessary AC_ frequency response characteristic and
to provide additional gain. If the 30 ua operating point is to be held to
_+I ua, the amplifier must convert a change of i ua into a 2 volt signal
into the power 8u_ly. The gain of this amplifier then is 2 volts/ua.
-A2-
SECTIGN2
m_FOm_aCE _AS_S_
w.TXCTROSTATIC MODULATOR UNIT D.C. .TR4N3FER FUNCTION
This section will be concerned with the derivation of the modulation
D. C. transfer curve for a membrane modulator. The modulation D. C. Trans-
fer curve is defined as the light intensity at the center of the far field
im_ pattern as a function of applied voltage. Two cases will be treated.
The first case is based on the assumption of an ideal spherical membrane,
i.e., a spherically perfect, defect-free membrane. In the second case, the
spherical membrane considered possesses a graininess and other defects and
hence will be treated as an aberrated system.
CASE I :
In the operation of the membrane modulator, collimated light is reflected
from the membrane, and because of possible spherical membrane deformation, the
reflected beam may no longer be collimated. The intensity of the beam in the
forward direction ( i.e., the direction the reflected beam would travel if the
membrane were flat) will vary with the amount of deformation of the membrane.
The amount of deformation is measured by the sagitta, x_ , of the deformation.
To measure and to analyze the relationship between the sagitta and the inten-
sity in the forward direction in the far field, we may pass the reflected
beam through a lens and bring it to focus. The intensity at the center of
the focal spot is proportional to the intensity in the far field. We let
/_ (_) be the complex amplitude of the image at the image point x in the
focal plane. Theg_
is the image intensity at x . We wish to compute U (o). We know _hat if a
lens i8 ilX1mln_ by a waw f_ with eemplex m_litude A ( _ ), where v
is a position vector in the plane of the lens, then
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where the integration is over the lens aperture,
and F is the lens focal length. Then
is optical wavelength
;J
The wavefront of the beam reflected by the membrane is uniform in amplitude but
spherically deformed with a sagitta 2 _ • It m_v be denoted by
where R is the radius of the lens (and also of the beam and the membrar_).
Thus t
_.V k,'2_t
- "_'_ _ [_. z__
- _:_
where X = k.
t I J" that the -_xim _, "_"_" _ _ unltv
Now normalizing the respouse _@)vs. A_ so
and the minimum zero, we get the D. C. transfer function
_5-
r--.--T-1
is proportional to the modulating voltage. The experimental curve in Figure
18 is adjusted to produce a good fit of the second peak. This fit is pre-
sumed on the basis of the analysis made in Case II.
CASE II :
Collimated light is directed onto an aluminized membrane, is reflected
and brought to focus by a diffraction limit4_ lens. If a voltage is applied
across the membrane it will deform, the deformation being proportional to the
square of the applied voltage, thus varying (modulating) the light intensity
at the center of the diffraction issue. The light intensity variation can be
calculated directly from Kirchoff-Fresnil diffraction theory as was done in the
previous section. However, the quantity being calculated is directly related to
the Strehl Definition, 6 D_of the optical system: (D is defined as the ratio of
the intensity at the center of the image formed by an optical system from
collimated light to the intensity at the center when all com_s in the sys-
tem are ideal, (i.e., diffraction limited). It has been shown 6 that the Strehl
Definition is proportional to the integral over spatial frequency f, of the
optical system issue modulation transfer function,_.
D = A
J
Evaluating the integral provides another approach to the calculation of the
D. C. transfer function of the membrane _C (_) " This method is much more
complicated than the previous method but permits treatment of the effect of
O'leil_, E@m_d L., "Int_eti_n to Sta%iatiea_ Optics", Addison-Wesley
Publication Company, Reading, Mass., 1963, pg. _.
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membrane irregularities on _0((_) • If_( _' _) is the image modulation
transfer function when the membrane is ideal but bo_d with sagitta
then
(A and B are both constants of proportionality in Equations (i) and (2).
The function _ _) has been evaluated by Hopkins 7 and found to be expressible
in terms of an infinite series of bessel functions. _':ewill not work with the
ex:pres4_t_ but with the graphs of _ _ for various % , shown in
Figure 198. (Note that _ is dependent only on f , the magnitude
of _ , not on its orientation.) It has been shown 9 that the effect of
random wavefront distortion on the modulation transfer function of an optical
system can be expressed as an additional factor _D (_) which is to be multi-
plied by__) to give the composite modulation transfer function. If
_-X is the variance of the phase distortion (in radians) and C (r) is the
spatial correlation of phase distortion for separation r , then
(2)
(3)
where _ is'the wavelength and R is the lens focal length. Assuming _'- is
not more than a few radians (which it must be if the m_mbr_ue is reasonably
7 Hopkins, H. H., 'The Frequency Response of a Defocused Optical System,"
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Series A., Vol. 231, Sept. 20,
8 1955, pg. 96.
Ibid, pg. 98.
9 North American Aviation, Inc., Space & Information Systems. Proposal, "Analysis
of Optical Wave Front Distortion Caused by the Atmosphere," Appendix B,
SID 6_-19_6.
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flat) then _ (f) does not become significant until C(r)/_" I
than unity. We ma_ call this distance J1o the correlation distance, and
_o = _-_ the correlation frequency.
In normal operation, the modulator acquires sagltta which varies the
appropriate modulation transfer curves from 0 to 3 _/i _ as shown in
Figure 19 . If _O is located at a higher level than say D/_ _
it can be seen that it will have little effect on
If
all values of
is much less
then
fo i,=an than_0_'U/__ thenit_n ha_eq_ .ffeotefor_n_
glv_
The conditions on fo are equivalent to conditions on _qoi.e., /7_ _
and J_O < _0 • For values of fo ( or _o ) between the above two values,
the effect will have to be calculated in detail. Thus we can distinquish
three cases corresponding to the values of fo' namely: (I) the mlcro-ripple
case, (2) the macro-ripple case, a_ (3) the intermediate case. In the first
case, TDC _) , is modified by a constant factor, e_{_, but not
changing_ the shape of the curve for T_ _ _) . In the intermediate case,
T_c _) isreduce_only_o__ner va_ue,of _ andnotforl_ge
values thus changing the shape of TD c _).
In stmmary, we see that for the mlcro-rlpple case the shape of the
modulation transfer curve is not changed, but o:117 scaled by a constant factor
independent of _itta_ In the maC.-rifle case, the scaling factor is
_e_endent on sagltta for small sa_ittas but. quickl_ becomes a constant as the
(_)
(_)
s_tta incr_ases. Henoe, the shape of the modulation transfer cUrve is
changed onlw at mall s_itta values. The intermediate case is between the
mier_ and macro-ripple ease. The s©a._tn_ factor is dependent on sa_tta for
_tta values greater than those in the macro-ripple case and does not
bee_e a oonstant until lueh larger N_ltta values are encountered.
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A stretched circular aluminized membrane forms the top of a cylinder the
bottom of which is aluminised. See Figure 30. Aluminizing the bottom of
the cylinder allows a bias voltage to be placed across the me_brane. This bias
voltage reduces the tendency of the driven membrane toward frequency doubling
and allows the modulator to be operated in the linear portion of its modulation
transfer curve. The differential equation governing the vibration of a membr&ne
stretched with uniform tension over a circular hoop is the tw_-dimensional wave
equation. It is expressed in polar coordinates as
I . .
where r and • are polar coordinst, es, _./k/r_ Ojl") is the d:1_plscement nonasl
to the r • plane and _= _
7" ; _ and T beins the density and tension
respectively of the membrane. Employing the method of separation of variables,
i.e., letting
one can reduce the second order linea_ partial differential equation down to
three linear second-order differential equations:
jt . - j jte
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The solution of the first t_ equations is straightforward.
=A cos wt +B sin wt
=C 3 cos n.+C_ sin ne
2 d_2 +
d_ 2
solution is known, namely R = CI J ( kwr
n
The solutions
is a bessel equation and as such its
)+c2 ( ).
Since the deflection of the membrane is slr_le-valued, _must be periodic
such that@( • ) =@( • + 2_) ; hence, n must be an integer. This demands
that the bessel functions be of integer order. Since Y ( kwr ) becomes
n
infinite at the origin ( r -o ), this solution cannot be physically meaningful
in our example, therefore C2 = O. Furthermore, we assume that the membrane
starts its vibration fr_n its equilibrium position with no initial velocity,
hence, B = O° Therefore a particular solution to the two dimensional wave
equation with the stated conditions with new constants is
U ( r,., t ) =Jn ( kwr ) _C co. r_+D sin _ cos wt.
Now the boundary conditions require that U = o when r = a , the radius of
the membrane. Therefore, Jn ( kwa ) = O. The roots of this equation
determine the natural attar frequencies of vibration. For any given order
n there are theoretically an infinite n_ber of roots; m = I, 2,
The complete solution of the wave equation for our stated conditions is
-55-
If the membrane were perfectly flat, and absolutely parallel to the
bottom of the cylinder, then only the n - o order would be present. How-
ever, these conditions are not realized; therefore, higher orders of n will be
present in the resonance pattern. The force applied to the membrane is a
nearly sy_str_c force, hence only mtric oscillatory modes will be present
to ar_ great degree, i.e., On ( kwr ) _ere n is odd will not appear
strongly. _ermore, since the higher roots of Jo ( kwr ) represents less
average displacement but require greater forces to excite, they are damped out.
The same is also true for higher even order of n. Namely, for n greater than
two. Therefore, one expects, for instance, to find the first three natural
frequencies of order n = o, the first two of order n - I, and the first
frequency for n = 2 present in the resonance pattern of the circular membrane.
Figure 20 is an experimental plot of modulation index vs. frequency of the
driven membrane. The resonance points clearly shows the values as predicted by
the theory. In this comparison, we have identified the resonances by assuming
that the initial, large resonance is for _ 0_| , i.e., n = o, m = i, and
taking the ratio of all resonant frequencies to that frequency and comparir_
the ratios to entries in Table _.
-_°
TAE_E 4.
BESSEL FUNCTION ROOTS,
XIJI
n
o i 2 ; 4
1 2.40 3.83 5.14 6.38 7.59
2 5.52 7.02 8.42 9,76 II.o7
3 8.65 I0.17 11.62 12.02 14.37
4, 11.79 13.32 14.79 16.22 17.62
5 14.93 16.47 17.96 19.41 20.83
T_U_ 5.
NORMALIZED BESSEL FUNCTION ROOTS,
n
m
1
2
3
4
5
o 1 2 _ 4
1.00 1.60 2.1_ 2.66 3.16
2.30 2.93 3.51 Z_.07 4.61
3.60 4.24 4.85 5._. 5.98
4.91 5.56 6.16 6.7"7 7.34
6.23 6.86 7.49 8.09 8.69
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ELECTROSTATIC MODULATOR UNIT P_-_q__U_7__F_ MO_.T.
Now consider the case where the cylinder contains a gas under pressure p.
The stretched circular aluminised membrane possesses a restoring force due to
the tension applied to it. One can think of this restoring force as analogous
to a free. rigid membrane disc connected to a spring with spring constant k.
As the membrane deforms, it compresses the gas in the cylinder. The gas on
the other side ot the membrane generates a uniform restoring force on the
membrane caused by the pressure differential. For unit displacement at the center
of the membrane, the average displacement of the membrane is ot . a quantity less
than one which is cumputed later frum the shape of the deformed membrane. The cyl-
inder, which the membrane covers, has a depth L so that for unit displacement of
the center of the membrane, the compression is _/L and the pressure increase in
a
the cylinder is approximately _P _. The restoring force on the membrane area A is
p A/L. Assuming the membrane acts llke a harmcr_Ic oscillator, one can calculate
the effects of pressure on the first resonance. The u_uation af motion of the mere-
;.
brane is given by m x = ( k + _ p A/L) x. Dividing through by the mass, m, of
the membrane gives _= (k ÷ ulp A_ x. This is Just the standard form for a
harmonic oscillator. Hence the resonan_ angular frequency is given by
If we considered an unpreseurized system, we would have obtained wo =
resonant angular frequency. Therefore, expressing w in terms of wo, one obtains
w = /w_ + _p A/L.' Letting the mass of the membrane be represented in terms
of its density, area, and thickness, m = p A t. and substituting this into the
expression for w, one obtains w = --_w°_ _ --_T-_o_--"Notice that the effect of
I
pressure is to move the" system resonant point to a higher value. Figure 52, test
run No. i, shows the resonance point for an un_eeeurized system and Figure 53, test
run No. 3, shows the resonance points of the same system when pressurized. Hence.
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we see that pressurization of the system increases the useable bandwidth by raising
the first resonance's frequency.
both aides o_ w-_ , ono obt_..7-_ _ ÷ _Lp__squaring
v _ F -
If w2 vs. p is plotted on linear graph paper _ron experimental data, the slope of
the resulting straight llne would be i p'_ . Kn_ the values of L, p , and
t allows one to calculate O( ex_erlmentally. Theoretically, the value of
is determined by the area normalization of the membrane amplitude function. For the
cue of interest, namely the first ree_anae,
OL "
Evaluation of this expression yields a value of .6 for O_ theor_tlCaA. Figures 21 and 22
give the value for _ as .58, decreasing to .27 at higher pressures,
expermmentaJ
suggesting that the membrane shape under pressure does not match Jo exactly and is
pressure dependent. Theory and experiment are in reasonable agreemen£. Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that the electrostatic membrane modulator's characteristics
can be described with reasonable quantitative accuracy by the mathematical model used,
and extrapolation to relatively high pressure and high resonant frequencies should be
stralghtfc_ward.
-58-
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SECTIO_
FABRICATION OF MSMBR_
The fabrication of aluminized, pre-tensioned membranes must be carefully
controlled to insure uniformity of membrane characteristics and to provide
optical quality surfaces. Special Jigs and fixtures were designed to provide
adequate control over all phases of the membrane fabrication process. This
section of the report describes the membrane fabrication technique developed
in Phase I and the special devices used in the process.
In susmmmy, the orocess involves stretching sheet mylar on a 9-inch
diameter stretching ring, designed to insure uniformity of tension and provide
a means of adjusting the tension in very small increments to an empirically
determined value. The stretched mylar is then transferred to a six-lnch
diameter ring aluminized and adjusted for maximum flatness, The aluminized
membrane is finally transferred to a modulator unit.
The sheet mylar must first be inspected. Defects in the mylar can be
located by visual inspection prior to stretching the mylar and an inspection
of the stretched mylar with the use of crossed polarizers. The preselected
mylar, (Dupont Ty_e C Polyester Mylar Film), is placed in the 9-inch ring
with minimal tension. See Figure 23 and 24. The ring and mylar are baked
in air at 125"C for thirty minutes to remove the residual shrinkage and thus
to stabilize the mylar. The 125"C temperature was chosen for this stabiliza-
tion bake because the mylar will not be exposed to higher temperatures during
fabrication or operation.
After the stabilization bake, the 9-inch ring and membrane are placed in
the acoustic resonance setup to adjust the tension. This setup contains a
variable frequency oscillator , amplifier, and a loudspeaker. The membrane is
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placed about two inches from the loudspeaker. Thefrequency of the oscillator
is slowly increased from lOcps until the fundamentalresonanceof the membrane
is reached. The fundamentalresonanceis unique in that it is the frequency
wherethe center of the membranehas its largest amplitude of displacement.
The opposing tension adjusting nuts (Figure 24) are slowly tightened, uniformly
around the perimeter, until the resonant frequency exceeds a minimum of lO0 cps.
As the tension increases, the resonant frequency increases until the yield
point is reached. The resonant frequency past the _leld point decreases
slightly with an increase in tension. The resonant frequency that corresponds
to the yield tension varies from one membrane to another but is usually between
115 cps and IAO c_s.
Those membranes which satisfy the resonant frequency criteria are trans-
ferred to the 6-inch I.D. membrane holding ring (Figure 25 and Figure 26).
The 6-inch ring consists of three parts: the base ring, the clamping ring, and
the o-ring flatness adjuster. The membrane in the 9-inch ring is placed on the
clamping surface of +,.hebase ring and the clamping ring tightly screwed to the
base ring with the flatness adjusting o-ring in place. The membrane is then
cleaned and aluminized on both sides.
The membrane is aluminized on one side to form the optical mirror surface.
Use of a front surface mirror is mandatory due to the poor transmission of the
mylar. T-he opposite side is aluminized to form one of the two electrostatic
surfaces and to improve the bond strength of the membrane to the modulator unit.
(Epoxy to mylar bonds are quite weak and the _vlar will peel easily from the
cured epoxy. ) Apparently the aluminum adheres strongly to the mylar and the
epoxy adheres strongly to the aluminum, thus forming, in effect, a strong
-62-
_vlar-epexy bond.
The main contaminant on the mylar, fresh from the roll, is an oily film.
A strong detergent was therefore chosen as the first cleaning agent. Mylar
accepts a reasonable amount of gentle rubbing with a surgical cotton ball
saturated in a strong solution of Alconox and water without being scratched.
The detergent can be removedby thoroughly rinsing the detergent-scrubbed
mylar with hot (120° to 180°F) tap water. The membranemust be carefully
dried to prevent water staining on the membrane.
The pressure in the vacuumchambermust be below 5 x 10-5 tort wren
aluminizing the membrane. If the pressure increases above 5 x 10-5 torr,
the reflectivity of the resulting reflective membraneis usually unsatis-
factory. The aluminized membrane'sreflectivity is measured and the memI_ .
is rejected if its reflectivity is below 80%. (Total reflectivity measured
in the near-field.)
A special fixture was designed and built to allow the flatness of th_
aluminized membraneto be, adjusted to the desired degree. This fixturt,
(Figure 27 and Figure 28) consists of a stand to hold the 6-inch m_unbr__
holding ring and a partially aluminized optical flat. The 6-inch holdi_
ring is fastened to its part of the fixture by Allen-head scr_ws und t h_n
is attached firmly to the top part of the tripod legs. The optic_l flat _
placed in the lower part of the tripod stand with the partially al_iniz_d
surface facing up. The optical flat is gently raised until the four adjust-
ing screws are engaged in their respective tapped holes in the lower part.
These adjusting screws are then used to adjust the membraneparallel to th_
optical flat until the desired interference fringe pattcrn is ebtain,_d. Th_
membraneadjusting set screws in the 6-inch ring are adjusted so that th__
membraneis as flat as possible over the central area. The m_,_larm_br_ _
is now ready to be cementedto the modulator structure.
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Figure 29. Piston-Type T e s t  Modulator in Holder,  Without End Caps 
FABRICATION OF EI_CTROSTATIC MODULATOR UNITS
Two types of electrostatic modulators have been designed. _"]nepiston-
type modulator, see Figure 30, and Figure 31, consists of a cylinder which
supports the alluninlzed membrane and the piston which can be moved to adjust
the electrostatic gad to the desired value, i"ne Chem-milled modulator
consists of a quartz disc with a pressure-relief, electrical connection, a
che_dcally milled gaD. and a ridge which supports the membrane, see Figure 8
and Figure 37.
Piston-Type Modulator Units:
The quartz cylinder and Diston are fabricated by West Coast Optical
Company, Los Ange]es. California. After receipt by N.A.A., the piston is
cleaned and +he conductive lead attached to the pressure-relief groove with
conductive epoxy. The piston is then aluminized so that a conductive coating
is formed on the flat face and a conductive bridge formed to the conductive
epoxy in the groove.
The cylinder is cleaned and placed face down on the flat aluminized
membrane suoported b__ an optical flat. (Note: The membrane is held in
tension on a 6-inch r_ng. ) A weight is placed on the cylinder to hold the
cylinder in _lace dnring the epoxy application. The epoxy is extruded f_-om
a DiastSc syringe into the ch_mferred groove formed by th_ m_mbr_me and the
cTrSJnder edge. (Fiy.ure 32). After the epoxy cures, the r_embr&ne is cut from
tJ_e 6-inch ring and tr_mmed so that a tab of the membrs.ne Is left for th_
a+tacb_ent of a _old wire }ead. This lead is attached t_ the al,aninized side
of the membrane closest to the face of the inserted piston.
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VACUUM-DEPOSITED
ALUMINUM SURFACE
NIZED (,BOTH SIDES)
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SLOT FOR ELECTRICAL
LEAD TO PISTON FACE
AND PRESSURERELIEF
Figure30. Sectional View of Piston-Type Modulator
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Figure 32. Configuration for Bonding Membrane to Cylinder
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The prepared cylinder is mounted in the center part of the protective
holder, Fig_2re 29. The protective holder also serves as a mount for the
piston modulator. The piston is coated with a light film of silicone grease
and inserted part way into the mounted cylinder. The cylinder-piston pair
is attached to the gap adjustment fixture, Figure 33, and the membrane to
plston-face gap adjusted with the micrometer. The capacitance of the piston
modulator can be calculated for any desired gap in accordance with the
equation given below.
E A
C-- o
d
where C = Capacitance in farads.
Eo = 8.85 x 10 -12 farads per meter
A = Area of one _late in square meters
d = Gap distance between plates in meters.
The piston-modulator gap is then easily adjusted to the calculated
capacitance with the use of a capacitance bridge. After the gap is properly
adjusted, the ___ston-cylimder pair are sealed together _y a few drops cf
epoxy. The same tyTe enoxy used for bonding the membrane to the cylinder
causes a 5% change in gap distance.
During testing of the first and second piston modulators, a ring of
aberrations appeared _n the membrane. The aberrations coincided with the
]Location of the inside llp of the cylinder face and appeared as if they had
been formed ,by irregularities on that edge. The third cylinder, prior to
attaching the mer,_brane, was lightly polished on the inner lip and a mlc:_-
chamfer formed. In ,_he subsequent testing of the third piston-modulator, the
ring of aberrations did not develop.
_ -73-
Figure 33. Gapping F i x t u r e  for P i s t o n - T p e  Test Modulator  
-?& 
Chem-milled Modulator Units:
The Chem-milled modulator consists of a r_flective aluminized m_lar
membrane, a specially fabricated quartz element, and a nickel pressure-relief
tube. The membrane fabrication is discussed in a previous section. The quartz
piece is machined and polished by an optical component subcontractor prior to
being Chem-milled* by the Autonetics Division of North American Aviation.
Final assembly is done by the Electro-Optical Laboratory of N. A. A.
The quartz piece is machined to a disc-shape with the two sides of the
disc flat and narallel to each other. A hole for the pressure relief tube is
ground through the axis of the disc and a chamfer is put on the front edge
of the hole. The front edge of the quartz disc is ground to produce a ledge
for the epoxy-membrane bond (Figure 35).
The machined and oolished blanks are acceptance tested by the Autonetics
Division of N. A. A. Accepted blanks are cleaned and a photo-mask applied
to the areas which are not to be chemically etched. The blank is mounted in
an etching holder. The etching holder is specifically designed for this
task. The Chem-milling _rocess is performed at a slow rate to preserve the
etched surface's optical polish and its parallelism with the back surface.
The Chem__i!]ed surface of the modulator blank is tested for flatness and
parallelism with the back surface. The masking material is then removed.
The Chem-mi]led surface is cleaned, placed in a mechanical masking
frame and a thin film of aluminum vacuum deposited (Figure 36) to form one
plate of the electrostatic modulator.
* Chem-milling is a proprietary process developed by North American Aviation,
Incornorated.
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Figure 36. Chem-milled Modulator Blank, with  Aluminized Chem-milled 
Inner Surface. (Processed as per F i g u r e  833) 
Figure 35. Quartz Blank, Chem-milled MOdUlatOr, Prior to Chem-milling 
Operation. (Machined as per Figure 8A) 
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The aluminized and _ed modulator blank is inspected and cleaned.
A nickel tube is fastened into the pressure relief hole with conductive epo_,
(Figure 37). The tube makes electrical connection to the aluminized surface
of the modulator blank and also acts as a pressure relief. An aluminized
membrane in a 6-_nch ring is bonded to the finished modulator blank with
epoxy.
After the epo_ has been cured, the membrane is cut away from the 6-inch
holding ring. The excess mylar ie trimmed off around the edge of the modulator
unit except for small tabs left for electrical connection to the back surface
of the membrane. A .OO5-inch diameter gold lead wire is cemented to the outer
edge of one of the tabs with conductive epoxy. (This lead is used during
test of the unit and is removed by clipping off the edge of the tab prior to
installation of the modulator unit in a cube corner reflector. )
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Figure 37. Chem-milled Aluminized 'Blank with Conductive 
Pressure-relief Tube. (Membrane Not in Place) 
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FABRICATION OF VACUUM CHAMBER
The vacuum chamber is designed to provide the desired vacuum or partial
pressure of gas during the testing of either the piston-type or chem-milled
type modulator. It consists of an optically flat Vycor window, a cylindrical
housing, a modulator-supporting base and a valve. The Vycor window is
polished optically flat. The window and base are sealed to the cylindrical
housing with Viton o-rings. As the chamber is evacuated by the vacuum pump,
the air pressure forces the base and widow against the o-rings thus forming
pressure seals. The modulator-suPporting base has a threaded stud onto which
the bottom end cap of the piston modulator is screwed. The vacuum chamber
maintains a pressure of 50# while being pumped by the vacuum pump. Its leak
rate, when not being pumped, allows the pressur_ to rise from 50_ to iOOO
in approximately 15 hours. See Figure 3A for exploded view of vacuum chamber
with plston-type modulator. Figure 3_a shows the vacuum chamber in use test-
ing a piston-type mod_lator.
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_U_ ON PROPERTIES OF
• The manufacturer's catalog values are typical performance data and are
not inteDded to be used as design data.
A series of experiments was performed to provide design data. The
following physical properties of co_ercial grade Mylar were measured
uslr_ material rolls on hand:
(i) Thickness
(2) Density
(3) Yield Strength
(A) Young'a Modulus
Thick_u was measured with a high prmcimion dial indicator.
Density was determined by weighing samples of measured dimensions on a
precision balance.
Yield stress was determined by loading a mylar strip of measured dimensions
and measuring elongation.
Young's Modulus was determined from the slope of the experimentally determined
stress-strain curve.
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Test Results - T_q_e C _$1ar:
Catalo_ Value Measured Value
Thickness 0.25 X 10 -3 in. 0.25 _+ .02 X 10 -3 in.
Density 1.395 _m/cc 1.29 gm/cc
Yield Stress Approx. 16,000 lb/in2 Approx. 9,500 lb/In2
(25°C) (25°C)
d,
Young 's _.odulus 550,000 Ib/in 2 535,000 ib/in 2
_cservaticns and Conclusions:
The samples tested exhibited "creep" under load at stresses approaching the
yield point stress. A test was performed to measure the creep rate at 90%
of yield point stress. The results are plotted as Figure 38. In a second
test with the s_mple loaded at 30% of measured yield point stress there was
no measurable creep over an interval of 22.5 hours.
Difficulty was encountered in establishing uniform loading across the strip
as evidenced by strain lines in the strips under load.
This most probably accounts for the difference in the catalog yield point
and the measured yield points which are approximately 60% of catalog values.
_'easured thickness, density,and Young's Modulus are in good agreement with the
nu_nufacturer 's data.
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_q_ OF __TATIC _.WR mr_T
Each of the three Flston-type modulators fabricated was tested to deter-
the flatness of the modulatable membrane.
A plSto_ wodulator was inserted as the end mirror in one leg of a
MicheIJon Interferometer. The light source wavelength used was 5893 Angstrom,
(Sodium D line). The resultant interference fringe pattern was photographed.
Figure 39 is a photograph of the secor_ _ralt fabricated. The circle desig-
nates the 2 ca diameter active area. The fringe interval is 1/2 wavelength
and the avera_ flatness across the 2 _ diameter is of the order of 1/2 wave-
length at _ Angstr_. Figure _0 _ a photograph of the third unit fabricated
and al_ indieates a flatneas of the order of 1/2 wavelength across the 2 cm
aeti_ dt_eteF. The edge ir_egularity of the fringes in Figure _0 further
indlcate e _hat_ m_KMnooo _ sl_x_r_.tem i_gularities are also of the
order of 1/2 wavelength. (The cylinder surface over which the membrane is
stretched is ground to better than 1/5 wave flatness. )

MEASUREMENTS OF .ELECTRO6TATIC_K)DULATOR
TEflON_ AND DEFLECTION
Device Tested:
Piston-type Hod_lators, Nos. 1 and 3.
Purpose of Test:
i. To determine the sagittal deflection characteristics of the membrane
as a function of applied DC voltage.
2. To determine the tension in the membrane by a technique not dependent
on the resonant frequency equation for the membrane.
Method Used:
A DC voltage was applied to the modulator unit and the sagittal deflection
of the membrane was measured by observing the interference fringe shift at the
poamtric center of the membrane. Interference fringes were obtained by using
in%erference microscope and a Thallium (5350_) light source for the first
test on Modulator No. 1. The second test on Modulator No. 1 and the test on
Modulator No. 3 were performed with a Michelson interferometer and a 5893
Angstrom light source (Sodium D line).
Results of Test:
See Figures Al, 42, and A3.
Observations and Conclusions:
From Equation (V)*
= ,_2 Eo V2
et T m d2
(v)
* Electrostatic Modulator Unit Design Section.
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8a_ttal deflection is se_ to be of the form
KoV
where _ 18 a deflection co_talr_
_2 Eo
= T.'J
FAguroa _A, 42, and 43, indicate that both units follow the square law deflection
@
characteristic quite well out to one wavelength deflection (for _ = 6,328A). _ is
selected to give the beet fit to the experimental data.
aearran_ _lua_m (V), to t_d the teaslon.
Therefore
Tension - o(.t =
m
Kd = deflection constant and d
. , E_IT a2
C
g'Tr'z Eo K_ T 0 z
where C = Capacitance.
Modulator No. i was fabricated frcm a 6.00 inch diameter aluminized n_lar membrane
that exhibited an acoustic resonance at 308 cps. in air at 25°C.
A 5.75 inch diameter membrane was tested and found to have a 320 cps. resonance
under the same conditions. The 5.75 inch diameter membrane was then tested by a
water-loading method. The tension was determined to be 5,6_0 Ib/in 2. Correct-
ing for the small differences in resonant frequency and diameter, the estimated
tension i_ the membrane used to fabricate Modulator No. 1 was
F
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5,470 lb/in 2
which is aWeemtma_17 eoe-third the manufacturer's value for yield point
tenoicm at _'C.
This is 12 to 17 percent ueater than the tension values measured by
electrostatic deflection. (See Table 6 for membrane tension after transfer
of _ to mm_lator. )
Val_s of _ obtained for Modulator No. I with two different test
eet_pe aud t_ different gap settings agree within six percent.
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T_e D.C. t_nafer function of an electrostatic modulator was measured
Ph_e I of the MIROS P_ogr_. This transfer function defines the
_wlationship between the applied DC voltage on the modulator and the radiant
tntensit_ at a point in the far-field pattern of light reflected from the
_latAag ,urface.
A DC voltage is aRplied between the back aluminized surface of the
m_blwme and the aluminized face of the piston (See Figure 30) causing the
_o deform as described in Section 1. The front surface of the
is illtminated with oolli_ted light. The energy reflected from the
is eol.l.eoted and brought tO a focus by a lens. A pinhole is placed
in the focal plane of the lens as established _ the undeflected membrane.
The pinhole is adjusted to be centered on the Airy disc. (The pinhole diameter
is made slightly smaller than the diffraction-limited spot size produced by the
lens when illuminated by collimated light. ) A photomultiplier is placed behind
the pinhole to measure relative intensity in this simulated far-field environ-
lint.
Given the D.C. transfer function for the device, the following parameters
can be determined (for operation below the first resonance):
(i) Optimum Bias Voltage for Different Modes of _eratlon
(2) Dynamic Range and Linearity
(3) Achievable Depth of Modulation
(k) Driving Voltage Required to Produce a Given Depth of
Modulation
The devices tested were Piston-Type Modulators Nos. i and 2. (See Table
?.)
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The _dulator m_der test is enclosed in a vacut_ chamber with an optical
q_lity winder in front of the amhrane. Figure _ is a schematic of the
test setup used for the D. C. Transfer Function Tests. Figure _5 and Figure
46 _ photolpraphe of the te_ setup used for all transfer function and
freq_noy response testing.
Figures _7 and _8 axe the _vaphs of the test results from Modulators
Nee. 1 and 2. The noise on the traee is due pri_aril_ to intensity fluctua-
tions in the laser light incident on the maabrane.
Fr_ Figure _7, Modulator No. 1 is seen to have sufficient linearity fo_
eeainnieatlon purposes over a d_o range of approxlaatel_ I0:i. (The
p_oper bias volta_ vsl_e rouse is a__ely _0 volts. )
The aehlevable depth of a_dulation san be determined using for_ (II)
from Section I:
M = _aax - Io (I00)
I
o
x-  (1oo)
The driving voltage necessary to produce 82_ depth of modulation is 36
volts peak-to-peak.
(ZZ)
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FIGURE &7
D. C. ].'ODULATION TRA._TSFER C_UV"_,
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Modulation index is defined as the depth of modulation in the far-field
p_ttern produced by a Kiwm modulatlnK voltaKe. The modulation index for
this device is shc_n to be a function of the gas pressure in the vacu_n
chamber that encloses the device and of the drivin8 frequency.
The frequency reponae of the piston-type modulator is defined as the
vaz_atlon in the modulation index as a ftmction of the driving frequency.
This parameter is also sho_ to be related to the gas pressure in the vacuum
chamber.
The devices tested _mre Piston-ty_e Modulators Nos. 1 and 2. Construc-
tion details are listed in Table 6 and Table 7. Modulator No. I was tested
to determine the relationship between the fundamental resonant frequency and
the pressure in the test vacuum chmmber.
The test setup is shown schematically in Figure A9. Referring to
Figure Ag, the variable voltage DC power supply is used to bias the membrane
to the told-point of the linear portion of the D. C. Transfer characteristic.
(This avoids rectification of the AC driving signal which would result in
excitation of the membrane at twice the sinewave generator frequency.) The
laser energy reflected from the membrane is brought to a focus by the lens.
The Airy disc in the focal plane of the lens is observed with the telescope.
Relatively large deflection of the membrane occurs at the higher Q fundamental
resonance. This appears in the microscope as a marked spread_ of the Ai_
disc. The results of this test are plotted in Figure 50 to show the relation-
ship between fundamental resonant frequency of the device and pressure. A
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see_d test set_ i8 used to obtain both aodulation index and frequent 7
respomm data. The test setu_ is illustrated scheaatical_ in Figure 51.
Figures _5 and _6 a_e photographs of the equipment used.
_t_'e]_HLI_ to _ J;]., the lens end l_nho].e are used to place the
phot_tlpller in a simulated far-field environment. (This is the sam
teehniqm used in the D. C. Transfer Function Tests. ) The pinhole is ad-
Justed to be in the focal plane of the lens with the eodulstor membrane
undefleeted and is centered on the Airy disc.
The _ave _r that Is used is of the type that incorporates a
variable frequency oscillator and a tunable receiver tracked to the same
dial. The dial i_ driven t_ a weep drive unit which also provides an
electrical position sisnal for the X axis of an _-Y recorder. The tunable
receiver kas a rectified signal output that is used to provide the Y-axis
ai_ for the recorder. The output of the variable frequency oscillator
ie amplified and used to drive the electrostatic modulator unit under test.
Actuation of the sweep drive on the wave analyzer will cause the X-Y
recorder to plot the photcaaultlplier signal current amplitude versus frequency.
(The photomultiplier signal current is directly proportional to the depth of
modulation. )
Prior to an actual test run, the vacuum chamber is pumped down. For the
test run at 50 micron chamber air pressure, the vacuum pump is allowed _o _
continuously. For the higher pressure runs, the chamber is pumped down to
50 microns and then back-filled with either air or Freon 12 to the desired
pressure and sealed. (Freon 12 is used to sustain the higher electrostatic
field intensities required to modulate the membrane at the higher pressures.
-IO_-
i _i_i_:¸:¸
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Fresh 12 is a aheap and readi_ available refrigerant gas and has a dielectric
strength of app_te_ 2.h tiNS that of air. Freon C-318 can be used to
an eleetr_e_ie field intensity four-times that of air. This is the
hi_hest dielectric strength gas available at present. Its other properties
are quite similar to FreSh 12. )
AS the next step prior to the test r_n, the driving signal and the bias
are adjusted for _ depth of linear modulatlon at the fundamental reson-
ance (fo). Ae_ua_M_l the mep drive will then cause the recorder to plot
the sodulatina index venus fr_wney.
T_ ton_P, results are sho_ b7 Flgtuws 52 thro_h 56 and are tabulated
in Table 8. Figure 50, re_ant fr_uen_ versus pressure, show, no signifi-
cant further ehange in resonant frequency for pressures below 200 microns.
The _sonant frequency for the device in a perfect vacu_ is thus indicated
by the test results. Measured resonant frequencies and resonant frequencies
computed using the classical formula, Formula (1)p are given below:
Piston-type fo Measured
Modulator
fo Computed
from Formula (I)
#I _.50 KC 7.1 KC
•. _._ _ 5.5 KC
More data needs to be taken but these are not unreasonable results
considering the number of variables that affect the membrane resonant fre-
quency.
Referring to Figure 52 through 56, the device is seen to have a flat
response from vet7 low frequencies almost to fo' a desirable characteristic
for a transducer.
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The _u_ _r_stie at the low frequency end of the modulation
l_1.ot, (_s_ _ _ F1_rss _ and 55), is d_ to the pressure
_s_tof l_rt,° it vsry low l_q_n¢_ss spprosrJ_t_ zero frequency or D.C.,
_ rss_x_t_ fo_ _ _s n_brsM is that due to _ts tension. At
low froquencies, the modulat£om index therefore approaches the value
determined by the D.C. Tran8fer Function and is independent of the pressure
in the chamber. It i8 aho_n b7 the test results that practical modulator
_its ean be construc%ed with bandwldths of at least 13 KC up to the first
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in keep_D_ wi%h the obligation of the Contractor, as indicated in the
requirementu for Type III reports, and with the obligations contained in paragraph
C.23 of the basic agreement, NAS 7-251, dated November 20, 1963, the following
novel technical woFk is reported.
I. The partial pressurization of the electrostatic modulator unit has the
effect of increasing the first resonant frequency in the membrane. The
chamber size, pressure relief port slze,as well as gas pressure determine
the smelt of increase. An Increase of five times the unpressurized
resonant fr_uenc_ in the membrane has been mess ured in the laboratory.
2. _ analysis of the effective off-axls aperture of a corner reflector
shows that a regular hexagon aperture is optimum only for the on-axis
case. _en the aperture is illuminated off-axls, the cosine law does
not hold and consequentl_ the optimum geometry is determined by other
relationships. The optimum geometric shape of the aperbure becomes
an irregular polygon.
3. The design of the modulatin_ surface as an array of two centimeter
diameter modulating elen:ents to be installed in a precision retro-
directive corner reflector has severs! ........ advantages _ .... _
of fabrication of the corner reflector does not depend upon the intricate
fabrication of the modulating surface. The button modulators can be
individually fabricated and tested prior to installation in the corner
reflector. Finall_-, any improperly installed modulating element can be
replaced in the corner reflector.
The above technology will be reported to our Patent Section in the form of
Patent Disclosures. The data therein will be treated as disclosed in our letter
6_810, dated November 3, 196_.
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APPENDIX I
., i j _ _ i _ ill
_he _nor @ul_ retl_LtreettTe r_le@tor consists of three mutuall_
lma3mnA_elalar ret!eet:Lng _s. The "opt_ axis" of the assembly,
used u the ][-axis of the systemj Is defined as an axis making equal angles
o
vith the noruals of the three reflecting surfaces.
_luee the nor_l to s marfaee 18 parallel to the line st intersection
of the other t_ 8m'faees_ the three surface interseationa can be used
te_orart_ to define • three dimensional system to obtain the direction
e_:Lae_ of the "opti(_l exte". _he "optto_l axis" makes equal angles to
the three _onm_ (See FiC_reI-l) an_ th_ b_ definition
a°s_q 1 * a°_2_( 2 + e°e2 _( 3 - 1
3 ao82_ = I
= i
_oe_ i " °°_2 = co..,(3 _ I(_)
The optical axis 18 nov twed as the x-axis of the system, and for
convenience the first reflecting surface t8 taken as perpendicular to the
• -axts. For clarity in the followin8 "derlvattons_ ntmertc•l subscripts_
unless otherwise defined_ will refer to the reflectin8 surfaces in sequence
• l_ht r-_- _--_.id t.-_._.-_.rsethe e v__tea. Thus: cos_( 2 would be the direction
cosine of the nor_Ll of the secon_ surface to the x-axle, cos_2 would be the
direction cosine of the nonml of the seooad surface to the y-axis, and cos_2
be the direction cosine of the normal of the second surface _o the s-axls.
In subsequent equatton_, the eon_tant A31 would refer to a light ray
reflectl:_ first from the 3rd 8ttrface_ then the let surface and finally_ the
2z_ reflecting surface.
I-1
_ ,_.:,_,__. :_i_,,!i!i_!
+y
/
/
FIGURE I-I
THE CORNER CUBE REFLECTOR
GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION
I-2
P if/
As defined, the nor_ to the first surface va8 chosen as perpendicular
to the m-axis, t_refm-e
eoe2#.l + oos2/_l + oos2_l = 1
e;._t!on :(1)
--_-- + coe2_ 1 + 0 - 1
x(2_)
_n _er derlvatlonB, veotor not_tlon _-AII be used in the optical ray
traci_ of the path of a ray through the corner cube reflector. Thus the
n_ to • 8nrfaee i8 z_reeented by • unit vector, perpendicular to the
..b
back 8_a_f_ee of the refleetor, (See Fi_-l), where N 1 is the first unit
v_. The e_ts of this uni_ veetor parallel to the three axes are
positive in the x-direction, neKative in the y-dlre_tion and zero in the
_-direction.
Thus the normal to the first reflecting surface can be expressed in
ter_ of the following three direction cosines
_o,-_- T_" --_
_(_)
or in terms of the unit vector
i_ _
.2
8ilee _ orieat_%i_ of _=Te_e 1 m chosen with oo. _'1 = 0,
the other _ refle_tt_ surfaces are symeZrical t;o the x-y pla=e and,
u vtLl be proved_
" c°s Y2 " _'3
aaLl_rt_¢al geometry_ the _osine of the _le bergen two direc_-d
lines iS _ 1_ t_e m_ of _he products of the corTespondi_ direction
=O8:LDOe. 8_ _Ii _sl-ee t_o_ are _t_.llOr per_endlotllar, _he following
eq_ttm_ are o_,_ued.
_,_ ==,% +_/_ _o,/_ ÷ _o,_ _o,_. o _(5=)
•o,=z =,=_ ÷_o,_z oo,_ * °°'_'z co,_'_= o z(_)
=-% =o,,%• _o,_ oo,/_ + _o,_ oo,_'_- o z(_)
= z z(_)
1
_o,/_ . i_"
Then fr_ _he relationship
co=2"_ 2 * c°=2/_2 + cos2 _'2 = Z
1
_o_ =*_ C_-
i'
I/
k
From _ Z-l,lt is atom #Jmt _ t)n_e eom[x_meats of 'the unit
TemPt are ];omtti_, thus
z z(6c)COIl, :_+'2 " + --
1.,z,
1
x (ca)
The three unit ye,re, representing the three nor_als to the three
reflexing s_&ees, m exlwesse4 as follovs
-
z,_
Z(7)
AS shown in Figure X-l, the origin of the system is taken as the point
of intersection of the three reflecting surfaces, i.e., the point 0 (o,o,o)
is considered c_n to all three planes. From analytical geometry, the
three planes are expressed in term of the direction cosines of the normal
to the plane and the perpendicular distance from the plane to _he origin,
which in this case is always zero. Thus,
X%cos_+ _co_/q_ + zz cos_ = o X(8)
The substitution of the direction coslnea from 1(7) and 1(8) produces
the three expressions for the three reflecting planes,
P:_mez xz "_z " o z (_)
_e _ X_+_ +½_ _. 0 1(e_)
Plane 3 X3 + 3 "
I-5
_tlv_ Action of t_ Come= Cube:
I_ cau be _ by o_tlcal m_ trac_ and a_icgl geometry that
a _ re_ enteri_ _he aper_ of the eOrner cube _ill be returned exactly
la _ _eetloa _ _aleh It arrived. _hls e_hod of proof, _hile rigid,
_, _ m_ t_-e_.
A _ e_4ter proof is _ by the _iq_es of vector aaalysts,
ver_ thoro_ de_erlbed ia _.IAtary Standardization Handbook, MIL-KDB-141,
Oct. I_62,ea O_L_I _,_. _ _e _lven _n the handbook i, u_ed
_a the Zol_ _m_mle.
The inelde_t li_t r_r is excreted vee_orially by
So = t
_he ra_ re_e_e_ fl.m • surface is
= _,
Where Mi i, obtaiae_ _ A(T), am_
X(9)
z(1o)
-- = 2 Si. 1 *
_, the foll_ is obtained
=.%
83 ,= .
I(12)
_3)
1_ _e_sm_e Of _e A_ r_ ia%o, %_hruu_hand OU% Of %,_e %riple-
refleotIag eorner cube reflector is given by equations I(9, 12, 13 and i_).
Eq_tlon I(l_) .rates that the ray is progressing frc_ right to left,
I_i to the x-axis. In other_ords, the light ray is returning to
its _ouree.
B
ec_staes of the _rmala ca_ be calculated an_ then the path of the return-
Ing beea can be obtained in pre_isel_ the same a_nner as given above.
For example, a_,tle an error _ in the _0° angle between planes 2 and 3,
vlth no other error. For si_lielt_, ae_e the unit vectors M 1 and 112 are
une_ag_. Then the direction eoeines for the _nit vector
and the ren=n ben s3 ',,'A_a.be _vea _a'
&¢_ . t,"..'!' ' "_
If the ray _ traced from surface i to surface 3, then to surface
2, the return beam will be given by
ss
Since there are six possible paths of the light rays through the
corner cube reflector, there will be six expressions for the return beam
S3. Thus, the return i_e will be represented rou_hlM as a slx-pointed
aberration pattern.
Additional errors in the other _C)° angles will produce similar errors
in the return beam.
I-?
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Optieal _ Trace _hrm_h the Oorm_r Cube Reflector:
The path of a light r_ thr_h the corner cube reflec_r can be
tr_eed _Ite ee_ll_ by _e of the 1_aree re£lectln_ surfa_es, equation X(T),
the vee_ exprenlo_ for the light rays, e_tion_ X(9, 12, 13 and 1_)
and the etaadArd expr_otoa for • strs_ht line in _3_ree dimensional spe_e,
vhlah ls
The nb_erlpt (I) zeter_, to t,Me plane _ _hlch the light ray has
_at been reflected (i + 1) refere to the next follo_Ing reflecting surface,
and t_ oooineS aA-e the direeti_a oosiaes of _be ray and are obtained directly
tke e_i_ X.(I_or 13). _ _ e_ati_n of the ra_ reflected from
plane 1 t_ _laae 2 ls stve_ by
OF
X.(19)
Similarly, the ray refle.:te_fro_ plane 2 to plane 3 is give_ by
O_
X_ -)% _ _.___._
_= - I(21)
Z i
_(_)
_=_,._'_ .
I.(Sb) XL + ' ' ""
_#, - -_ _ _ _ (Sb')
and _ I(22) I(_3')
01" I
_(_)
I-8
,_ z'rm x(ee)
x3* -_ "3 .÷ + _'z_
Ta_ from I(ec'), aria I(2S)
zz - z2 . z 3
x3-x2.
A1_,,o,_rrmz(_) ,,_x(2o)
_=,o=z(m_), z(m)) _=_=,s
z(ee')
_(26}
z(zr
_(28)
z(29)
z(3o)
T3 ..TI I(31)
Thus equations I(26) and I(31) de_onstr&tes that the corner cube is a
s_etrically reflecting optical systea, i.e., the exit aperture is an image
of the entrance produced by inversion and reversion.
Unless this s3qmetry is observed, some of the incident energy on the
entrance aperture will miss the third reflectionandwill be lost. For
examp!e_ the apert,_e of • corner cu_e refl_c+_r re_resented by an equilateral
triangle will suffer a 33_ light loss,
A corner cu_e reflector with an entrance aperture represented by a
circle or a hexagon will be i00_ efficient with no light loss. This state-
_nt is on_ true for incident rays parallel to the system's "optical axis"
I-9
ii
_(_)
_,,.-_,)> o _,,_ :z,<o
eq_atio_ I(32) reduces to
D_- :_,._ _,- :z._'_
:a_, X,-v'i,_,: o defines plane 13 therefore,
I(33)
I_= - z Xo (}_ ;, ,,_,,_,,,c]
Thus the distance through the corner cube is invariant with
X, Y, and Z.
_(3_)
I-i0
OPTICAL PATI 0_ OFF-AXIS RATS _ A CO_ CUBE REFLECTOR
i t i ii r , ..... : | ii t ,..urn
It _ shown in _ Z boy a ra_ of l_ht can be traced through
a _ cube reflee_r by role of the equationo of the three planes and
vtetor notation.
The seine techniques can be used for tracing raym making an angle _o
with the "optleal axln" of _he eo1_er _ube reflector.
the incciing r_ i8 given by
The expression for
*" =(1)
vhare _,_"o, _',, _ _ I_Bda_L notation for the three _Lrection
eos_.
Since there ere 8ix polsible l_th_ for the light ra_ to traverse in
_ei_ _ and _hen out of _ eozne_ euMe refleetor, there will be
8ix 8e_8 of eq_tions to describe this _assage. For example, 1 --_ 2 -_
represents the case _aere the light rs_ incident on plane 1 is reflected fron
plane 2 and then to plane 3, where it is reflected back to the source.
The six poeeible pathe the light r_78 can follow are as follows
l--_ 2-.-_3 r: (2a)
/
2-"-93 --91 II (2c)
ZZ(2d)
3---_ 1 _ 2 II(2e)
3--.2 .--_l II (2e)
t
II-I
_ 7_ ..... 7
In all cases, the entrsnt ray is given bYII(1) and the exit ray is
cAven b_
• hieh im the negative of IX(l).
The vector equationa of the first and the second reflections in
_ poellble _ give. _ If(2)are smmarize_ as follows:
xx(_) i-_2-.3
II_)
_(_)
is the lame al II(ka)
II(5b)
IX(_c) 2--_ 3 ---_
II _,6a)
n(_a) 2--_i--,3
_.%
S_
is the sale as II(6a)
L"
II(7a)
II (7b)
II-2
_?i.¸
12."
iI,e
rx2e) 3 ---_--_
Z
3--_ 2 -41
_ i,m_ ,aaeas II(_)
-*i"
,. , @
_(_)
zz(_)
_(_)
]_" the use ot' eq_t,t_ XX(I_) t,bx'o_b ZZ(_'o) the three expressions
fO_ _ three _, a_d the lt_ expresmion for a directed straight
line in three dimensional _p_ce, it is possible to trace any possible
oriented ray_ a _ple refleetlag corner cube.
Expression for the p_th of a ray through the corner cube were
derived and are summarized as follows. The six possible paths given bY
I'X(_) are indicated.
(_)
2--_3 (YI and _i chosen)
zz (_o)
II-3
.n.(_)
:u:(_e)
=(a,,)
n (_)
r ' _ :i_:" :'"
1., ) _ (z 1 ,._ s., _.,.,n)
2--_ 3-_i (_2 .+t sm _ho._.)
j_, ,. #,..+ £,,., e,.
(% ._ z, ,mow,)
(T3 and Z3 chosen)
P_.,.-E+,W,-" F+, +.._
(T3 --a Z3 e_sea)
_, ..- ,a:_,.,++..,.,_+,+.,
11-4
I
I
J
_:t(:Lt)
(12)
zz(z_)
.++ ' "7+
i
i!¸ ,
3-.*2
_,_. _._,'-,_
_Z.'_ _ _IZ.
_,.,., - ++I.+-+Z,,,,m,.+S"./,,.,+
F':_.,,-..,,.._+o'+,"+
_,+ "++ _' I+-- +P'++++E.& ".,,_ o.,+'-_._,+
_13 = YDIa.
I
_-+-- l- ___._
2.-._.i--.._ 3
-/," , -IT ," +I
b+, : I-P_.C+,
F,,, /--_-+__,
3--_i--_2
_,,"_ C'-',,
C.+,, l-,, '
"_,,-+_C,+
3-'->2--),1
(_+11 " "
_,_ /÷_
II-5
ii_ _ 'i ¸_
A pr_ for the Autonetics (NAA) Rec_ IX c_ter Is vrltten
-hlch wuld compute all the con_taat# used in eq.at_oa II(lO) throw_ II(15).
plane ccntainlag the x-axis and the light ray passing through the origin
was rotated in 5 de_ree |telm fraa 0° to 180°, this ro_atlon being designated
A.
Be_tme of the _m4_it_de of the c_mtation 0_d _rintout time, the
pro_ wa r=n onl_ for the oe_e o_o .. _0°. _ese constants were used in
L few case6 to ec_mte t_e utilit_ ewe_ Of the _orner @ube reflector used
off-axis.
the t_'e4at;_ _ of °(e _ ,_ _ "Gbe _tlon cosines
_e negative sign in If(16) i| required because of the choice of
rotati_ counter clockvioe and _ positive for /_ = O, see Figure II-l.
_e choice of _- 20° _ s_e_ted by the request in the contrac_
that +.,he effective aodulatln_ tree be i00 squsre centimeters at 20° off-axls.
A fev values of _ _ere chosen and the useable aperture area vas calculated.
Tn • _ew casein the aodulatin_ area yes completely ust, i. Eo_-_ver, as
increased beyoea 20 ° the pe_cent_e of the modulating area decreased. At
A = Oo and 1_, see Figures I_-2 and _-S, the modulatin_ area yes used
100%. At /_ = _0 ° and 180, see Figures 1_-_ and II-5, the modulating area
used decreased to 7_._ and 2_._%.
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APPenDIX III_
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION IN THE DIFFRACTION PATTERN
A CIRCULAR APERTURE
A quantity of prims importance in discussions concerning laser light
uses and capabilities is the peak light intensity for a beam collimated by a
uniformly illuminated circular aperture. Mathematically this quantity is
expressed as the total lager power divided by 7_ times the square of the beam
spread angle, i.e.,
Peak Intensity =
Power
_T (beam spread angle) 2
Much confusion has resulted in the use of this quantity due to the various
definitions of "beam spread angle." We will call this beam spread angle the
"power half angle" to distinguish it from other measures of the beam spread,
and denote it by 8pH A. In Appendix B of Technical Memorandum #76, it is
shown that
8PHA _ _ D
where D is the diameter of the collimating aperture.
Two other quantities which are often used to describe the beam spread
angle are the half mngle of the Airy dark ring's angular diameter, i.e., the
peak to zero power angle denoted by eo, and the half-power half angle, i.e.,
the angle between peak and half-peak intensity denoted by 8½. Figure III-1
illustrates the physical significance of these two angles. It is easy to show
that
8½ _ .51 _-_D
80 = 1.22
Extracted from N.A.A. Electro-Optical Laboratory
Technical Memorandum #149
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The dependence of epH A, %, and 80 on diameter D is shown in Figure III-2.
The intensity of a collimated beam at various angles is given by the
dependence
I(9) = 2ai e
o a
This dependence is plotted in Figure III-3 for D = ½, i, and 2 cm, with
A = 6328a.
A coherent light beam brought to focus by a diffraction limited lens
always exhibits an interference pattern.
The central portion or Airy disc contains approximately 8&% of the
incident light.
Figure III-4_, represents a plot of the distribution of the_ower in the
diffraction pattern expressed as the percentage of the power in a cone whose
half angle is 8. The angular dimension is normalized to be unity at the first
Airy dark ring, i.e., at 1.22 _/D. At this point, the percentage power is
>:
t
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APPENDIX IV
M[ROS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
SPACEBORNE RETROMODULATOR
The assumed system comprises a ground-based CW laser of 100 ,nilli-
watts output, and a spaceborne retromodulator having an effective modu-
lating reflective area of 100 cm 2 (within 20 degrees of its axis of symmetry),
transmitting to a ground-based receiver at the laser location. The receiver
is considered to be the NASA 24-inch telescope and/or the NASA lfi-inch
autotracking theodolite. See Figure IV-1.
The symbols and definitions used in the NASA Statement of Work
(Exhibit A, Pages 5 and 6, para. 1.3.2) are used in the analysis which
follows. Additional symbols are defined where used. Several parameters
were assumed for the NASA telescope; the results of the analysis may be
adjusted if these assumptions are at variance with the actual case.
The power collected by the ground-based receiver after reflection
from the MIROS retroreflector is
W =
r
P A A T2 Pm
r c r
_2 Or2 Oc2 R t
The signal power at the receiver also can be written
m WcA r T p
W r = _ 02c R 2
and the noise power at the receiver is
I ) I= --+ W b eJxfW s 2'] m
whe re
and
Wb = Ba Ar (&\r) n (Or) _
In = depth of modulation of the reflecting membran_
rl = quantum efficiency of receiver detector
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Af = electrical bandwidth
Ba = brightness of sky background
The following values are assumed:
_-= 0.72 {including 0.9 for receiving telescope optics) for a path
30 degrees from zenith
p = 0.73 (0.9 per surface)
m = 0.50
&f = Z0 Kc
= 2.6 × 10 -2
A
C
Pr
0c
O r
A r
amp/watt (S-20 at 0.63 micron)
= 100 cm g
= 100 milliwatts
= Or = 10 sec {4.88 × 10 "5 radians)
= g a l0 -4 radian_ (NASA telescope assumed f/8,
= 0.29Z m 2 (24-inch diameter)
Ba : 19 watts/m 2 ster-micron (daylight sky)
o o
_k r = 500A, 100A
e --- 1.6 x 10 "19 coulombs.
l-ram stop}
Using these assumed values, operating range w_r_,_s si<nat°to-nv_ise
ratio was calculated for both night and day background c,mdittons. {The
calculations for daytime background conditions also were n_ade for t,v,,
different spectral filters to determine the effect of filter bandwidth.) "I'he
results are presented in F£gure IV-2.For S/N = 0 db, it _s seenthat a IZS,),-krr,
range can be obtained at night and 390 km in the dayt£me, using a filter with
a spectral bandwidth of 100A.
NOTE: Values for Ba and Bd have been tal_en from D. S. Bayley, "Tec}!;ucal .'i,_te on Opt:cal
Con:munication,' AS FIA Dv, cwncnt No. AD 261 3._3.
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Since range is proportional to the fourth root of retromodulator area,
if Ac were increased to one square meter (a factor of i00), range would be
increased by a factor of about 3.2. The range would then be 1240 km and
AO00 km for day and night operation, respectively.
GROUND-BASED RETROMODULATOR
If the retromodulator is ground-based, the range is calculated using
atmospheric transmission over a horizontal or ground path. (This case is
included because it is pertinent to probable field testing of the F IF,OS
package. ) The atmospheric transmission _ is 0.03 _ )_ = iOO_). At night
r
the range is 75 _n, and during the daytime range is &O kin, using the
2A-inch telescope as the receiver.
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The dependence of '_HA ' _I,. ,and _
in Figure 2.
on diam._ter 3: is s?.cwr.
The intensity of a collimated beam at various angles _s given by the
dependence
This dependence is plotted in Figure 3 for D = ½, I, and 2 cm, with
A coherent light beam brought to focus by a d_ffraction limit,,d lens
alwuys e-_2_ibitsan interference pattern.
The c_ntra7 _o.r+.ion or airy disc contain#s aF.proximately _' '"
incident light.
Figure ,_ represents a F!ot cf the distribution r-.f :_h,-'rcw,-r iu _hc
diffraction yattern _xFressed as the F_.rcentage of thq. rower in " con.
whose half angle _s @ _ _• h; angular dim_nslon is ncrm'A_::, i " "
percentage f_w%r is _.
_ __ "i._..-'_
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A quantity of prime importance in discussions concerning laser
light uses and capabilities is the peak light intensity for a be_
collimated by a uniformly illuminated circular aperture. Mathemati-
cally this quantity is expressed as the total laser power divided by
times the square of the beam spread angle.
i,e,j
Peak Intensity = Power
-_ (beam spread angle) 2
Much confusion has resulted in the use of this quantity due to the
various definitions of "beam spread angle. " We will call this beam
spread angle the "pcw@r half angle" to disting_lish it from other
measures of the beam spread, and denote it by _ , In Apo_naix
B of Technical _.emorandum # V6 it is shown that
-5-
where D is the diameter of the collimating aperture.
Two other quantities which are often used tc descri_c the beam
spread angle are the half angle of the Ai_* dark ring's ,"_gu!ar dJ_7_et,,r,
, the peak to zero power angle denoted by _o , and the half-pew, ri.e.
half angle, i.e. the angle between peak and half peak intensity denc<_
by _ . Figure 1 illustrates the physical significance of t}:c_:_ t:,c
-o
angles, it is easy to show that
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